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Dear AAOMP Fellows and Members:
Greetings from Indianapolis, Indiana. It’s an honor to Introduce
the Summer 2022 AAOMP newsletter (thank you Karen for all your
work putting together this newsletter!).
It’s hard to believe that 2 months have passed since our 2022
AAOMP Annual Meeting in Charlotte… and just over 12 months
until our next meeting in Austin, Texas.
As I start my term as AAOMP president, I’d like to recognize the
outstanding leadership of Dr. Don Cohen, our past-president, who
was instrumental in advocating for a return to an in-person meeting in Charlotte, Dr. Raj Gopalakrishnan, who has assumed the
role of President-elect, Dr. Darren Cox, who continues to serve as
secretary-treasurer, Dr. Elizabeth Bilodeau, director of education,
Dr. Faizan Alawi, editor, and AAOMP councilors continuing their
terms, Drs. Hardeep Chehal, Theodora Danciu, Easwar Natarajan
and Denise Trochesset. Welcome to Dr. Kurt Summersgill, he has
transitioned from his prior role as secretary-treasurer to our academy’s new vice-president and Drs. Nisha D’Silva and Mark Lerman,
as incoming councilors.
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President’s message - continued from page 1

I’d also like to acknowledge our outgoing executive
councilors, Drs. Ashley Clark and Brenda Nelson,
for their service and our prior past-president, Dr. Ellen Eisenberg, who continues to serve the academy
in the critically important role of chair of the ad hoc
Strategic Planning committee (see below).

— Drs. Mark Darling, Maria Cuevas-Nunez and Michael Kahn, recipients of the 2022 Donald A. Kerr
Award, in recognition of Distinguished Service as a
Reviewer for the Oral Pathology Section, Oral Surg
Oral Med Oral Pathol Oral Radiol
— X. Zhu, M. Yao, B. Zhang, C. Zhu, F. Zhu, T. Shen
and C. Fang, recipients of the 2022 Hamilton B.G.
Robinson Prize in recognition of the Best Paper in
the Oral Pathology Section of Oral Surgery, Oral
Medicine, Oral Pathology and Oral Radiology for
their article “Biological information and functional
analysis reveal the role of discoidin domain receptor 1 in oral squamous cell carcinoma” OOOO, 2021
Feb;131(2):221-230.

At the ABOMP, we welcome Dr. Alfredo Aguirre,
as president of the board, Dr. Catherine Flaitz as
vice-president, and Dr. Robert Kelsch as a new director. Continuing on the board as directors are Drs.
Angela Chi, Kelly Magliocca, Yeshwant Rawal, and
Kevin Torske.
Finally, I must recognize the tireless efforts of Ms.
Karen Benton and Ms. Lisa Mikita, our outstanding
executive staff. I can’t overemphasize how critical
their support and guidance are to the success of our
academy.

A brief update on a few ongoing initiatives and discussions:
— The strategic planning group, chaired by our
outgoing past-president Ellen Eisenberg (members
include Drs. Kelcie Barnts, Ashley Clark, Darren
Cox, Theodora Danciu, Paul Freedman, Raj Gopalakrishnan, Anu Grandhi, Rob Kelsch Easwar Natarajan, Renee Reich, and Ms. Karen Benton
and Ms. Lisa Mikita), continues to meet on a regular
basis and is currently looking at identifying shortterm and long-term goals and identifying multiple
priority areas, including growing our specialty,
expanding CE opportunities in the areas of clinical
care and practice management, and ensuring rewarding career opportunities for graduates.

Rather than recapping the many highlights of our
Annual Meeting in Charlotte, I’d like to simply point
out that the CE program was exceptional! Dr. Elizabeth A. Bilodeau, chair of our education committee,
and the members of this committee deserve our
sincere thanks for organizing what turned out to be
a spectacular CE program.
I’d also like to personally congratulate the following
award recipients announced at the 2022 AAOMP
annual meeting in Charlotte:
— Dr. Wattawan Wongpattaraworakul, recipient of
the 2022 Gorlin Award in recognition of an outstanding oral presentation by a resident enrolled in
a graduate residency program in oral and maxillofacial pathology.

— Many members have expressed concern about the
length of the annual meeting. The executive council,
supported by the Education committee, is currently
exploring new models to address these concerns
and maximize attendance at the CPC session. This
may involve reducing the length of the meeting by
one day, while maintaining the total number of CE
credits that can be earned. Since hotel contracts are
signed in advance, the earliest we could potentially
see significant changes in the length of the annual
meeting, if agreed to, would be 2024. In the interim,
executive council and the education committee are
also looking at changes to the program to make the
meeting even more exciting, based on your suggestions.

— Dr. Joud Y. Omari, recipient of the 2022 Waldron
Award in recognition of an outstanding scientific
poster by a resident enrolled in a graduate residency
program in oral and maxillofacial pathology.
— Dr. Lauren Ruddocks, recipient of the 2022 Shafer
Award, in recognition of earning the highest grade
in the AAOMP Fellowship Examination.
— Mr. Mark Generowicz, Touro College of Dental
Medicine, Ms. Krupa Thomas, State University of
New York Buffalo, and Mr. Austin Kim, Midwestern
University College of Dental Medicine, recipients
of AAOMP Dental Student Travel Awards, in recognition of an outstanding research presentation or
poster by a dental student.
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— Healthy People 2030 (https://health.gov/healthypeople) is a federal government initiative to
identify public health priorities to help individuals,
organizations, and communities across the United States improve health and well-being, builds
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on knowledge gained over the first 4-decade long
initiative. The Oral Health Workgroup, led by the
CDC, HRSA, Indian Health Services, NIDCR, Office
of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion and
the National Center for Health Statistics, has developed a tentative plan to highlight specific oral
health objectives. AAOMP has agreed to take the
lead in partnership with the Academy of General
Dentistry in co-hosting one or more webinars over
the next two years to promote objective 7; increasing the proportion of oral and pharyngeal cancers
detected at the earliest stage.

I look forward to seeing you all again at our next
Annual meeting in Austin, TX, June 9-14, 2023!
Respectfully submitted,
Paul C. Edwards
President, AAOMP

— Executive council will be holding two additional
meetings a year to supplement the interim and main
council meetings and to allow council to more expeditiously address any issues that may arise between
our biannual council meetings.

The American Academy of Oral &
Maxillofacial Pathology newsletter, FOCUS,
is published at least three times per year.

— On a side note, a reminder to early career members that our academy offers an annual Research
Grant Program for “early-career” investigators of up
to $10,000 to support research in the field of oral
and maxillofacial pathology. Last year there were no
applicants for this fellowship, so please keep an eye
out for notices later this fall from the AAOMP and
the Research and Scientific Affairs committee about
this opportunity.

Our address:
AAOMP
P.O. Box 539
Winfield, IL 60190

Telephone toll free:
1.888.552.2667
Telephone:
1.630.510.4552

Email:
I N FO @A AO M P.O R G
Web:
A AO M P.O R G

As I conclude this introduction to the Summer 2022
newsletter, I’d like to highlight one of the many
things that sets the AAOMP apart from other specialty organizations; namely the way the academy
welcomes and actively encourages new members
to be involved in the governance of the academy.
There are many ways to volunteer and participate in
shaping the direction of our organization. I would
like to thank those who filled out and returned their
Willingness to Serve forms.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Twitter:
@AAOMPOfficial
Facebook:
AAOMPOfficial

We are a relatively small organization, so your opinion really is critical to the success of our academy
and shaping the direction of our specialty. If you
have any ideas for new approaches to moving the
AAOMP forward or have any comments or suggestions for improving the academy in any way, we want
to hear from you. Please do reach out to me (pcedward@iu.edu) and to our executive staff with any
feedback or ideas.

Instagram:
@AAOMPOfficial
LinkedIn:
American Academy of Oral and
Maxillofacial Pathology
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ADEA – Empowering the Student Learner
The Oral Pathology section of ADEA gave a presentation
entitled “Empowering the Student Learner”. There were 9
short talks discussing how the ADEA has used games and
other class activities to motivate students to learn. Also
there was a discussion on how feeling a sense of belonging
plays a role in competence, relatedness, and autonomy.
Let’s continue to support the Oral Pathology section of the
ADEA!

AAOMP FOCUS
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SAVE THE DATE!

Next Stop — Austin, Texas!
urban hiking trails, legendary barbecue,
and farm-to-table cuisine. The city has
more than 250 live music venues where
on any given night the sounds of rock,
country, indie and Tejano music echo
throughout the streets.

As the Live Music Capital of the World®,
Austin sways to the strum of its own
guitar. It is the state Capital, home of the
University of Texas and gateway to the
beautiful Texas Hill Country. Austin offers
urban hiking trails, legendary barbecue,
and farm-to-table cuisine. The city has
more than 250 live music venues where
on any given night the sounds of rock,
country, indie and Tejano music echo
throughout the streets.

Austin is also home to a wonderful
ballet, world-class museums, one-of-akind shopping and beautiful outdoor
spaces. You can just as easily spend your
morning paddling the lake as you can
strolling through a celebrated history
museum. And it’s okay if you don’t have
time to fit it all in, you can just come
back and visit us again.

As the Live Music Capital of the World®,
Austin sways to the strum of its own
guitar. It is the state Capital, home of the
University of Texas and gateway to the
beautiful Texas Hill Country. Austin offers

2023 Annual Meeting
Austin, TX
June 9-14, 2023

2024 Annual Meeting
Salt Lake City, UT
April 19-24, 2024
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CONGRATULATIONS SECTION
Congratulations go out to our new 2022 Fellows.
Each have passed the Fellowship Exam given at the 2022 Annual Meeting.
Manal Alamri
Sara Albastoni
Azza Fahad Alhelo
Leen Alqudah
Patricia Barros
Lindsay Jayne

Jessie Fuoco
Laurel Henderson
Margarita Katser
Jenna Marcinczyk
Matthew R. Rehmel
Quinn Robbins

Lauren Ruddocks
Sumita Sam
Sara Sternbach
Daria Vasilyeva
Rachelle Wolk
Wattawan Wongpattaraworakul

2022 Award Winners

Mark Generowicz
Dental Student
Travel Award

Krupka Thomas
Dental Student
Travel Award

Austin Kim
Dental Student
Travel Award

Lauren Ruddocks
Schafer Award

Wattawan
Wongpattaraworakul
Gorlin Award

Joud Y. Omari
Waldron Award

AAOMP FOCUS
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Dental Student Award Winners!!
Khadejah Alansary
Chitra Anandani
Michael B. Andrews
Antonella Badan
Kylie Barroso
Sarah Bouwkamp
Valentina Carrillo
Griffen Creekmore
Hayden E. DePrez
Kelly Doan
Chloe Doto
Kristine Marie Fromknecht
Marisol Garcia
Fibronia Georges
Matthew Gotaas
Christian Hazell
Joseph Hirmiz
Dan Ho
Amanda Yunchen Hsieh
Katie Hu
Holly Ingersoll
Parker Johnson
Miranda Jones
Rootu Joshi
Grace Elizabeth Kapov
Morgan Karnath*
Martin L. Kelly
Sandra Khuu
Jeffrey G. Koval, Jr.
Ike Kwon
Emily Ladnier
Jamie Larmie

Alfred Li
Justin Maxwell
Jenna Rose McCune
Lauren Means
Mikayla Moynahan
Azadeh Nemati-Rad
Belma Ngozi Ogbanga
Calvin Pahah
Emma Palmer
Nanette Rivera Panzardi
Audrey Paquet
Harsh Parmar
Clesther Ramos
Kristen Hutchinson Richey
Courtney Roby-Sage
Frank William Roger
Jamie Austin Rose*
Sommayah Sayed
Victoria Lee Scarpa
Kylie Tate Schlesinger
James Schmidt
John Michael Shaeffer
Anthony Shahata
Elizabeth Marie Smith
Iman Soleymani*
Benny Tang
Nicholas Q. Tran
Olivia Tsang
Peter Wilkinson
Miranda Yip
Esther Yoo

* New DSA Members
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Saja Alramadhan’s
new addition “Hadi”
the youngest to
attend the AAOMP
meeting this year :)

KUDOS! KUDOS! KUDOS!
Brad Rodu

Professor Brad Rodu (centre) holding
the 2022 Michael Russell Award at
the ninth Global Forum of Nicotine
from conference co-founders Professor Gerry Stimson (left) and Paddy
Costall (right)

AAOMP FOCUS

Dr. Brad Rodu of the University of Louisville received a prestigious
international award for a life’s work dedicated to reducing smoking-related harms. Dr. Rodu, who holds an endowed chair in tobacco
harm reduction research at the University of Louisville, Kentucky,
was presented with the Michael Russell Award at the ninth annual
Global Forum on Nicotine, held in Warsaw, Poland. A member of the
James Graham Brown Cancer Center, Professor Rodu was chosen
for this honor in recognition of his substantial and innovative contribution to the science and understanding of safer nicotine products and tobacco harm reduction.
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Jose Luis Tapia
I was elected Educator of the Year by Class of 2021 and
Class of 2022 at the School of Dental Medicine, University
at Buffalo. I was also awarded this year with The Richard
A. Powell Award for excellence in teaching. The picture
depicts Class of 2022 and me.

Steven Whitaker
The Whitakers have had two
daughters (Madeline and Amelia) get
married within one month of each
other. The youngest also just received
a master’s degree from West Virginia
University in Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages.

Amelia celebrates Master's
degree
Daughter Amelia and
Daughter Madeline and
husband Aaron Arrington husband Adam Glover

Sara Gordon
Sara Gordon was elected by ADEA House of Delegates
in March 2022 to the Joint Commission on Dental
National Examinations (JCDNE) (https://www.adea.
org/governance/house-of-delegates/resolutions.aspx)
effective at the end of the upcoming ADA meeting.
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Richard Vargo
Richard J. Vargo received the Outstanding Specialty Care Unit
Director Award from the A.T. Still University — Missouri School
of Dentistry & Oral Health Class of 2022. This award is given to
the specialist faculty member who has made the greatest impact
through the teaching of a dental specialty.

Sarah Bastoni
Sarah Bastoni received a Head and Neck Surgical
Pathology Fellowship position at UNC Department
of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine beginning
on July 1, 2022.

Colin Eliot
Colin Eliot is currently the Director for Dental
Services for Naval Health Clinic Hawaii and they
recently passed their triennial Joint Commission
survey with zero findings—only the 2nd time in 19
years and 700 surveys for the lead inspector.
(Eliot, 2nd from the left)

AAOMP FOCUS
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HELLO FROM
ORDIE KING!
Ordie King getting some riding in between
rainstorms.

HELLO FROM
BILL SABES!
I don’t think that there are many AAOMP members
around who are my contemporaries. Just in case
there are I send best regards to them and hope they
are staying well and enjoying life. I have may wonderful memories of my years in AAOMP.
This past January I was fortunate to celebrate my
91st birthday and am so thankful to be in relatively
good health. I enjoy being able to play doubles tennis three times a week, still driving and am thankful
to being alive. My wife Evie and I celebrated our
71st wedding anniversary and are looking forward
to October to make it 72. Our greatest pleasures
are our children, their spouses, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Enjoy and appreciate life as each day is a gift.
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Thank You to All Who Helped Make
the 2022 Annual Meeting a Success!

SAVVY
SPOUSES
Jenny Fowler —
Thank you for asking for a spouse response to the
annual meeting.
All of us long time spouses were eagerly awaiting
the Charlotte meeting. Text messages were flying
from one to the other for at least a month leading up to the meeting. Why the excitement? Well,
these “See you next year friends” hadn’t seen each
other in almost 3 years! Covid shutdowns kept
us apart. Some might think that if you only see
people once a year, what difference does another

Hotel when in Miami, let’s go to Capilano suspension bridge and take a carriage ride in Stanley
Park while visiting Vancouver and so it goes. We
explore each city and enjoy every minute of our
time together. Four or five days spent exploring
the host city has created some very strong bonds.
Often when we(spouses) are on an outing, laughing, joking and having fun, someone outside our
group will ask what city we are from. The person
is always amazed when we say “Kentucky, Oregon,
California, Georgia, Texas, South Carolina, Idaho,
DC…”.

couple of years make? A LOT! You see when the
spouses gather during the meeting’s we gather
for breakfast then head out to different activities.
Some days we head out as a large group and some
days in small groups. “Let’s see the UNC botanical
garden and Wing Haven Garden in Charlotte, let’s
go on a Harbor boat trip and to the Fontainebleau

AAOMP FOCUS
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can use the restroom. And surprisingly he said
yes. Upon exiting the bathroom building, while
still laughing, we spotted the “Mental Health” sign
where we all had our picture taken. Seeing everyone again, including you Karen makes the time
together, whatever the city, a very special time
indeed.
Charlotte was also special because we had two
spouses come to the meeting whose husbands
have died. They attended by themselves and we
were so happy to see them and to reconnect.

The Spouse’s Reception is also a high point of
our time together. Some spouses use the time at
the meeting to wind down and relax instead of
sightseeing. The reception tends to bring us all
together.

We have so many great memories thanks to our
spouses attending the annual AAOMP meetings.
Through the years work and family may prevent
us from being at every meeting but each meeting
we do attend is very special. We need to thank
all of you at the AAOMP office for all that do to
make the meeting special for the spouses. We
hope more spouses, new and old will start attending and joining us in our adventures.

Charlotte had its ups and downs and some of the
downs will be remembered and laughed about
for years to come. Especially the 31 text messages
within 10 minutes on Sunday morning. The “no
heat, no hot water, no towels and so on”. Another
great moment in Charlotte was when we got out
of the car at the UNC gardens and we all needed
a bathroom break before going into the gardens.
But all the nearby buildings were locked up. So
Iyta just stops an unsuspecting student who is
going into a nearby building, and asked them if
all 7 of us can enter the building with him so we

13

Patty Neville —
As the saying goes, we made a silk purse from a
sow’s ear. Despite the long list of shortcomings
experienced at the Sheraton Hotel, the AAOMP
spouses created a week of memorable fun. We began on Sunday morning as a group of 14 gathered
for brunch at the Mimosa Café, which was high-

On Monday morning, we enjoyed a guided tour
of Wing Haven Garden and Bird Sanctuary in
the heart of a lovely old neighborhood full of
blooming trees and flowers. Two friends named
Elizabeth living 10 houses apart were lovers of
all things living and growing. These gardens were
begun in 1927 and are filled with wonderful native
and cultivated trees and flowers as well as birds,
rabbits, lizards and butterflies. We became judges
in the annual birdhouse competition so our tour
lighted by our reunion with Beverly Eversole and
Emily Pemble. Also, we were joined by Paula Vincent’s beautiful daughter, Aurora. Everyone was
in fine spirits after Mimosas and Peach Bellinis
and many of the group visited the UNC Botanical
Gardens. Upon arrival at UNC, these ladies were
in need of a restroom but the closest building was
locked. Iyta took matters in hand and approached
a passing headphone-wearing college student
who looked at her with trepidation and walked
quickly away. Not to be deterred, Iyta spotted
another student approaching the locked building
with his ID so Iyta chased after him convincing
him to allow us in as the rest of us raced toward
him. The look on that young man’s face was
priceless! Then we shared a beautiful sunny day in
gardens full of blooming delights!

AAOMP FOCUS
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became a kind of scavenger hunt to locate all of
the birdhouses as we strolled through the garden
and then voted on the best, scariest and most
original creations. It was fascinating learning
the love story of Elizabeth and Eddie Clarkson.
Eddie wooed Elizabeth away from her career as a
concert pianist with the promise to build her the
house and garden of her dreams. Elizabeth Lawrence was the first female graduate in Landscape
Architecture at NC State and author of over 700
columns for the Charlotte Observer as well as a
number of books. Her house and garden became
her living laboratory with all of the plants still
meticulously labeled. These gardens are a restorative treat even if you aren’t a plant enthusiast.
We returned to our rooms to “freshen up” for our
afternoon gathering. We owe a debt of thanks to

Jean Weathers, our fearless leader (not an official
title, but it is how we think of her), and to Karen
for rescuing our much-loved Annual Spouse’s
Reception, which had been cut from the event
schedule. We were offered our choice of champagne or a Jeanie Wienie Martini along with
lovely finger sandwiches and beautiful desserts. It
was a time to sit and catch up with the friends we
have missed for almost 3 years. This reception is
AAOMP’s nod to recognizing the importance of
spouse participation in the success of this organization and the professionals who support it.
We ended with group photos and plans for more
adventures to come in Austin. Please encourage your spouse to join us for our exploration of
Austin!

Left side, front to back: Paula Vincent, Rebecca Foss, Beverly Eversole (widow of Roy), Iyta Bernstein, Nancy Kratochvil, Kristy Slater. Right side, front
to back: Patty Neville, Eric Baysinger, Jean Weathers, Susan Wright, Jenny
Fowler, Emily Pemble (widow of Charles)
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ALL
ABOUT

CHARLOTTE
(left to right) Stephen Roth, Marc Generowicz, Paul Edwards, Aaron Yankowski

UF Residents (left to right) Shawki Abed, Lauren Ruddocks,
Sumita Sam, Saja Alramadhan

AAOMP FOCUS
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WHOVA ATTENDEE BREAKDOWN
TOP 5 MOST ACTIVE ATTENDEES BY APP ACTIONS
(Excluding Event Organizers):
Jessica L. Wollenberg — 138
Randolph Oral Pathology
Associates
Paul Edwards — 126
Indiana University

Andres Flores — 121
East Carolina University

Jason Kyles — 116
New York University College of
Dentistry
Sarah Franklin — 112
Northwell Health Long Island
Jewish Medical Center
100

150

BREAKDOWN BY STATES
(in the United States):
Total number of states: 37

BREAKDOWN BY AFFILIATION:
Total number of affiliations: 186

TOP 5 STATES:
1. New York (34)
2. Texas (22)
3. California (16)
4. Ohio (14)
5. Maryland (11)

TOP 5 AFFILIATIONS:
1. New York Prebysterian Queens (6)
2. University of Toronto (4)
3. Cleveland Clinic (3)
4. UNC Adams School of Denistry (3)
5. School of Denistry, University of
Maryland Baltimore (3)

0

50

BREAKDOWN BY INDUSTRY:
Total number of industries: 8
TOP 5 INDUSTRIES:
1. Higher Education (8)
2. Medical Practice (4)
3. Hospital & Health Care (3)
4. Health, Wellness and Fitness (3)
5. Research (2)
0
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ABOUT IN
CHARLOTTE

Photos taken on the Whova Mobile App
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Legislation supported by AAOMP
Resident Education Deferred Interest (REDI) Act letter to US Senate
February 25, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/resident-education-deferred-interest-redi-act-letter-to-us-senate/

USPHS Chief Dental Officer Newsletter March 2022
March 10, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/usphs-chief-dental-officer-newsletter-march-2022/

Letter to FDA Requesting Prohibiting Menthol Cigarettes and
Flavored Cigars
April 22, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/letter-to-fda-requesting-prohibiting-menthol-cigarettes-and-flavored-cigars/

Letter to Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee to
consider H.R. 4555 the Oral Health Literacy and Awareness Act
April 22, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/letter-to-senate-health-education-labor-andpensions-committee-to-consider-h-r-4555-the-oral-health-literacy-andawareness-act/

Ad Supporting Rules to Prohibit Menthol Cigarettes and Flavored
Cigars. Appearing in the May 4, 2022 print versions of the New York
Times, Washington Post, and Politico.
May 4, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/ad-supporting-rules-to-prohibit-menthol-cigarettes-and-flavored-cigars-appearing-in-the-may-4-2022-print-versionsof-the-new-york-times-washington-post-and-politico/
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In Memoriam
Charles L. Dunlap, DDS
I am deeply saddened to announce the death of Charles L.
Dunlap, one of our former Presidents. Charlie died April
9, 2022, at the age of 87 after complications from a fall
and hip fracture. He was born in Oklahoma and received
both his DDS and Oral Pathology training at UMKC under
Hamilton B. G. Robinson (one of our founding fathers) at
the University of Missouri- KC. He also trained at the AFIP
and had a fellowship at the University of Kansas Medical
Center.
He started teaching at UMKC in 1994 and became chairman in 1972. After almost 50 years of teaching, he was
almost always awarded as one of the most outstanding
teachers.

“Damn, I knew this would always
happen, now what?”
– Charles Luther Dunlap, DDS

He was a lifelong learner and promoter of continuing
education. With myself as co -author we published a photo educational booklet “Oral Lesions” that was given free
to all graduating dental students throughout the USA for
several years with corporate sponsorship. It was our hope to
promote better diagnostic and clinical care. This was always
one of Charlies goals.

Charlie was a true gentleman and always ready to assist
others. To me he was the Abe Lincoln of Oral Pathology. There are 3 former students and now past
presidents of the AAOMP that can attest to that. There are also nine other former students and now
members of the AAOMP who can verify. I was proud to be a member of the Oral Pathology tradition at
UMKC for almost 50 years and to be mentored by Charles.
Charlie loved his family but unfortunately lost his son, Charles Kevin Dunlap, to a drunk driver at a
young age and his wife, Florence Louise Dunlap, just a few weeks ago before their 57th wedding anniversary.
He is survived by two daughters Kimberlie D. Dunlap and Shera M. Dunlap, DDS, presently teaching at
UMKC. And a half Brother, Gary Dunlap.
Dr. Dunlap requested no services.

God Bless!
Bruce Barker
Past President 1995
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